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bpo-36566 : sqlite3.Connection.make_similar() raises ValueError when no such table is found. Patch
by Christoph Grunenberg. bpo-37303 : datetime.date and datetime.datetime instances are now

hashable when two types of format strings are used. Patch by Paul Ganssle. bpo-37251 : The GIL is
acquired every time CreateClient function is called, which happens in order to notify all listening

clients about the creation of new current connection. Patch by Pablo Galindo. bpo-36583 : Hashable
type is used to implement the __contains__ dictKeys functionality of the ClientProtocol API. It is used

in place of Connection class. Patch by Petr Sivolobov. bpo-36294 : DBAPI now supports the new
Python 3 implementation of OpenSSL cryptography API. It was previously compiled using

implementation of OpenSSL cryptography API. So it is native to CPython 3.8 and Python 3.8 (alpha)
implementation of OpenSSL cryptography API. Patch by Mark Baker. bpo-35824 :

subprocess.STDOUT, subprocess.PIPE and subprocess.DEVNULL are now open in another
communication channel (using communication module), and can be closed using

subprocess.PIPE.close() or subprocess.DEVNULL.close(). Don't forget to close that channel before
calling subprocess.PIPE.close()! Patch by Jasper Boelentse.
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bpo-30889 : try/except for
Connection.cursor() now

catch and handle the result
as a cursor object, as

Connection.executemany
does. try/except for

Statement.cursor() was
added earby. This fixes

issues with
closing/releasing cursors

for different database
drivers. If the exception is
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raised and the cursor
object is not released, a

deadlock could occur in the
try/except block and block
the SQLite API. Patch by

Victor Stinner. sqlite3.Conn
ection.executemany() now

preserves the database
error log and re-raises it in

the outer scope. It also
uses the database error

code to distinguish an error
that normally would not
cause some or all the

insertions to be ignored.
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This fixes an issue that
before the fix caused the

same issues with the
interactive code. Patch by

Yury Kortyantsev.
bpo-35703 : sqlite3.Connec

tion.cursor_handling can
now be defined to Control

if we want the SQLite
cursor to be used for the
own Statement or for the

exec_many() method. This
will enable the SQLite
Cursor to be used for

set_*() by a C extension.
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Defaults to default. It will
now override the previous

setting if a C extension
changes it. Patch by
Sergey Fedoseev.

bpo-30780 :
sqlite3.Connection now

does not raise Error when
accessing the name

property but the object is
in invalid state. This is a
useful case, a not a real
error. Patch by Andrew

Khist. bpo-25765 : Fixed
_freeze_graph() behavior
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to match with the SQLite
freeze_to_extract flag.

Previously, this flag would
be ignored, resulting in no
SQLite data being written

out to the tar archive,
leading to a surprising

behavior. SQLite does not
like it when it finds that it

has no backed up tables to
extract, and might

complain, so we need to
correct this logic. Patch by
Nick Du Bois 5ec8ef588b
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